Curriculum Overview Autumn Term for Year 5
These English units will be linked to the
topics Autumn 1 - ‘Wonders of the World’
and Autumn 2 - ‘Groovy Greeks’.
A range of writing outcomes linked to the
transition text ‘Journey by Aaron Becker’
and Treasure Island in Autumn 1.
Autumn 2 – ‘Who let the Gods out by Maz
Evans’ as well as a variety of myths and
legends e.g. non-chronological reports, an
original Greek Myth, a persuasive leaflet for
a museum.

English
Retrieve & present information from non-fiction
texts.
Formal presentations & debates

Writing
Secure spelling, inc. homophones,
prefixes, silent letters, etc.
Use a thesaurus
Legible, fluent handwriting
Plan writing to suit audience & purpose
Develop character, setting and
Reading
Apply knowledge of morphology & etymology when atmosphere in narrative Use
reading new words
organisational & presentational
Reading & discuss a broad range of genres & texts
features
Identifying & discussing themes
Make recommendations to others
Use consistent appropriate tense
Learn poetry by heart
Proof-reading
Draw inference & make predictions
Perform own compositions
Discuss authors’ use of language

Art & Design
Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling
will be taught on a daily basis

African Art: Looking at the work of Edward Tingatinga.

Computing
Design & write programs to solve problems.
Use sequences, repetition, inputs, variables and outputs
in programs

Basic drawing and painting skills.

Research – PPT presentations, word processing

Speaking & Listening
Give well-structured explanations
Command of Standard English
Consider & evaluate different
viewpoints
Use appropriate register

Detect & correct errors in programs.
Understand uses of networks for collaboration &
communication.
Be discerning in evaluating digital content.

Food Technology

Geography

Food Hygiene and building basic skills.

Mathematics
GEOMETRY : ANGLES
NUMBER : PLACE VALUE and
CALCULATION

Know angles are measured in
degrees; estimate and compare
acute, obtuse and reflex angles.

Secure place value to 1,000,000
Draw given angles and measure them
Use negative whole numbers in context
in degrees (˚).
Use Roman numerals to 1000 (M)
Use standard written methods for all
four operations
Confidently add & subtract mentally
Use vocabulary of prime, factor &
multiple
Multiply & divide by powers of ten
Use square and cube numbers

Identify: angles at a point and one
whole turn (total 360 ˚), angles at a
point on a straight line and ½ a turn
(total 180˚) other multiples of 90˚.
(EXTENDED WRITING – explanations)

Science

NUMBER : MULTIPLICATION
Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a
one or two digit number using a
formal written method, including
long multiplication for 2 digit
numbers.
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a
one digit number using the formal
written method of short division and
interpret remainders appropriately
for the context.
3D shapes/triangles/
Archimedes/Pythagoras
(EXTENDED WRITING –
BIOGRAPHIES/FACTFILES)

History
Ancient Wonders of the World

Meze and Greek influences.

Modern

Languages



Comparing ancient and modern Greece



Ancient Greek maps



(SETTING DESCRIPTION – EXTENDED WRITING)

Music

Listen & engage.
Engage in conversations, expressing opinions.
Speak in simple language & be understood.
Develop appropriate pronunciation.
Present ideas & information orally.
Show understanding in simple reading.
Adapt known language to create new ideas.
Describe people, places & things.
Understand basic grammar, e.g. gender.

Folk songs/drama
(EXTENDED WRITING – creative writing

(EXTENDED WRITING – diary entries/letters/BLOGS/SPEECH)

Classify materials according to a variety of properties
Understand mixtures & solutions
Know about reversible changes; identify irreversible
Physics - Forces
Introduce gravity, resistance & mechanical forces
(EXTENDED WRITING –
biographies/explanations/evaluations/predictions/conclusions)

Ancient Greeks

Develop a chronological knowledge and place the Ancient
Greeks in time
Understand democracy and how the city
s
states governed the people.
Compare the Athenians and Spartans
Deduce information about Greek beliefs and
religious practises using a variety of sources.
Learn about Greek architectural ideas and how they
influence the buildings around us.
(EXTENDED WRITING – LETTERS/FACTFILES/NONFICTION/EXPLANATIONS/DESCRIPTIONS/RECIPES/PRAYERS/LEAFLETS)

Physical

Education

Orienteering.
The Ancient vs the modern Olympics.
Dance - Compare performances to achieve personal
bests.
Play competitive games, applying basic principles.

Religious

Education

Christianity


Gods and Goddesses – temples,
religion



EXTENDED WRITING – Prayers

